Abstract. Let {Xn, n > 1} be i.i.d. random variables with P(X¡ = ±1) = i . Révész (1990) 
Introduction
There has been a great amount of work on increments of partial sums for independent, identically or not necessarily identically distributed random variables during the last two decades. One can refer to Csörgö and Révész [2] , Hanson and Russo [5, 6] , Shao [9 -11] , and the references therein. Lately, for i.i.d. random variables {Xn , n > 1} with P(Xn = ±1) = \ , Révész [8] studied the limit behavior of the sequence Ln= max max k xl2(Si+k-S¡) 0<j<n l<k<n-j ' and proved 1 < liminf---^-T75-< limsup 7^-^-¡7? -K < 00 a.s.,
-n-00 (21ogn)'/2 -"^00^(21ogn) 1/2 where the exact value of AT is unknown (cf. [8, p. 171] ). Révész [8] conjectured that K = 1. This conjecture is related with the well-known Darling and Erdös (1956) theorem as well as the law of the iterated logarithm lim (21oglogn)-I/2 max k~x/2Sk = 1 a.s.
n->oo l<k<n
The aim of this note is to give an affirmative answer to the Révész conjecture. Indeed, we obtain the following more general result, which, in turn, shows that the conclusion is not valid for general i.i.d. random variables with mean zero, variance one, and finite moment generating function.
In what follows we will use the following notation: x+ = max(0, x), logx = In max(x, e), where In is the natural logarithm, and [x] denotes the integer part of x. Theorem 1. Let {X", n > 1} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with EXn = 0 and EX2 = 1. Put S0 = 0 and S(n) = £,<,-<"X¡. Assume (1.1) EeSolx>l < oo for some s0 > 0.
Let p(x) = inf(>o e~'xEe'x' be the Chernofffunction of Xx. Define a(c) = sup{;c : p(x) > e~x/c} , a* = sup -^=M.
0<c<oo v2
Then we have
(1.2) lim max max -t^tt-rh; = a* a.s.
n-oo 0<j<n l<k<n-j (2/clogn)1/2 Corollary 1. Let {X", n > 1} be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with P(Xn = ±1) = \ . Then we have We give a general result on the increment of a Wiener process, which is of independent interest. Theorem 2. Let {W(t), t >0} be a standard Wiener process. Then ,,.* ,.
V ' a^ooP ,>0 í>0(25(logíf+lOglOg(uV(S+i))))'/2 Proof. From the well-known law of the iterated logarithm it is obvious that the left-hand side of (2.4) is greater than or equal to 1 almost surely. Noting that \W(t + s)-W(t)\ SUD SUD -!---;-(>o 5>o (2i(log^ + loglog(a V (s + i))))1/2 is a nonincreasing function of a , we only need to show that (2.5) P (sup sup_mt + s)-W(t)\ _>02\ \t>o s>o (2s(\og*±* + loglog(a V (s + 1))))»/* " J as a -y oo for every 6 > 1. We have (2.6)
,,, , -, .,,.,.,, -oo<><oo -oo«<oo e'-'<t<6' ei-^<s<ei (2s(logífí + loglog(<2 V 9\J\)))X'2 all! \W(t + s)-W(t)\ < sup sup sup sup 6l,¿--oc<j<oo j<i<oo o<t<6* o<*<»> (20;(log0<w + loglog(a v 6\J\)))X'2 ■ We are now ready to prove our main result.
Proof of Theorem 1. We first prove v -Ç-(2.9) liminf max max ----¡^ > a* a.s.
n-oo 0<j<n l<k<n-j (2k log n) (2.11) lim sup max max -r^P;-hL-< a* a.s.
«-►oo 0<j<n l<k<n-j (2k log n)xI2 which together with (2.9) will imply (1.2).
If a* = oo, (2.11) holds obviously. So we only need to consider the case of a* < oo which, by Lemma 1, also implies irj > 0. Let {W(t), t > 0} be a standard Wiener process. for each c > 0. Hence, for any fixed 0 < e < \ , by (2.12), (2.13), and the well- that is, cà(c) <-+ cln(Eel^-EX*\ Therefore, we can take 0 < c2 = c2(e) < cx such that fc2 c2a(c2)\i/2 1 (2.18) (j + H11) <Wo+e<a* + a. and hence, we can take a ô > 0 such that (2.22) p((l + e)a(di)) < e-{X+S)/d' for any 0 < I < (cx -c2)/(nc2). Applying the well-known Ottaviani maximum inequality, the Chernoff theorem in [1] , and (2.22), we arrive at (2.23) is Ee'xi < oo for some t > 0. 
